
HEINRICH BOLL ill 
TOSSUPS - Wake Forest University 

1. An apple, a kite, twelve marbles, part of a jew's harp, a piece of blue 
bottle-glass, a fragment of chalk, a glass stopper of a decanter, a tin 
soldier, a couple of tadpoles, six firecrackers, a kitten with only one 
eye, a brass doorknob, a dog collar, the handle of a knife, four pieces of 
orange peel, an old window sash, and perhaps best of all a dead rat with a 
string tied around its tail. For ten points, who received these things in 
one of American literature's most famous series of trades? 

Ans: Tom _Sawyer_ (in exchange for the right to whitewash his fence) 

2. Pulitzer winning historian Robert Bruce called it the "Year of 
Violence," an "upheaval that was perhaps our closest brush with class 
revolution in America." In July a railroad strike, begun on the Baltimore 
and Ohio, swept from one end of the nation to other. Rioting killed a 
dozen in Baltimore, over two dozen in Pittsburgh, and at the "Battle of the 
Viaduct" in Chicago, over 30 workers died. Meanwhile, workers took control 
of the city in st. Louis. The violence ended only after President Hayes 
sent federal troops to the major cities of the Middle Atlantic and Midwest. 
FTP, name the year which also saw the end of Reconstruction as federal 
troops withdrew from the South. 

Ans: 1877 

3. During the First World War, he made successful efforts to release and 
repatriate German and Austrian scientists who had been made prisoners of war. 
In his later years, he wrote such books as Destiny in the Stars, Smallpox and 
its combating, and Chemistry and Modern Life. In was as a grad student that he 
made his mark on science, however. In 1884, while working under E. Edlund in 
Stockholm, he concluded that electrolytes, when dissolved in water, become to 
varying degrees split or dissociated into electrically opposite positive and 
negative ions. FTP, name this Swedish chemist who, for his ionic theory of 
solutions, later received the Nobel Prize in 1903? 

Ans: Svante August _Arrhenius_ 

4. He described his art as "taking a line for a walk." An impassioned 
teacher, many of his "Pedagogical Sketchbooks" and theoretical writings 
have been published. He taught at the Bauhaus and was associated with 
Kandinsky and the Blaue Reiter artists. Before he died in 1940, many of 
his works were seized by the Nazis. Name this Swiss-born etcher and 
painter. 

Ans: Paul Klee 

5. It is said that she was the great-aunt of Dido, the founder of Carthage. 
She was daughter of Ethbaal, king of the Zidonians. Her marriage was the 
first time that a king of Israel had allied himself by marriage with a 
heathen princess. She died when Jehu called on her chamberlains to throw 
her from her palace window. His horses trod upon her body which was 
consumed by the dogs. FTP, name this wife of King Ahab, whose name has 
come to mean a designing, crafty, malicious, revengeful woman. 

Ans: Jezebel 



6. Kantorek, the schoolmaster, talked Paul Baumer and several of his 
classmates into enlisting. Joseph Behm, the one who hesitated was the 
first to die. Later Albert Kropp was wounded evacuating a village and had 
his legs amputated. Next Muller, Leer and Kat died. The day in October, 
1918 when Paul, too, died things were very peaceful. FTP, give the 
official army report for that day and you'll give the title of this sad 
story by Erich Marie Remarque. 

Ans: All Quiet on the Western Front 

7. He established local government in the countryside under the Zemstva and in 
1861 liberated the Russian serfs. FTP who was assassinated by the terrorist 
group Narodnaia volia or People's Will in 1881? 

Ans: Alexander II 

8. Just as Lenz's law in electrodynamics can be derived from conservation 
of energy, the sign of this chemical law can be derived from Le Chatelier's 
principle. FTP, name this law of chemical equilibrium that states that the 
derivative of the log of the equilibrium constant with respect to 
temperature is directly proportional to the change in enthalpy of the 
reaction and inversely proportional to the square of the temperature. 

Ans: the van't Hoff equation 

9. Only a few ever managed to sneak past him. Aeneas and Psyche were able 
to pacify him with a honey cake. Heracles actually brought him back to the 
land of the living for a while, while Orpheus lulled him to sleep by 
playing his lyre. FTP name this offspring of the giant Typhon and the monster 
Echidna, the three-headed watchdog who guards the entrance to Hades. 

Ans: Cerberus 

10. Her husband has disappeared. One of her husband's most dangerous political 
enemies is Pizarro, overseer of the state Prison near Seville. So, she 
disguises herself as a man and goes to work in the prison, where 
she finds her husband, Florestan, chained in solitary confinement. On the day 
that Pizarro arrives to kill Florestan, she is there and pulls out a pistol, 
holding Pizarro at gun point until higher authorities arrive. FTP, name 
this title character of Ludwig van Beethoven's only opera. 

Ans: Fidelio (also accept Leonora (her real name) before "title") 

11. The subject of his stories include the Franco-Prussian War, the 
bureaucracy, life on the banks of the Seine, the emotional problems of different 
classes, hallucination, and Norman peasantry. FTP name this French writer of 
the novels A Woman's Life and Bel-Ami who is better known for his short stories. 

Ans: Guy De _Maupassant_ 



12. On one side was the Nawab Suraj-ud-Dowlah with 50,000 troops. Only 
12,000 of them actually fought for him, and these withdrew quickly after 
suffering only 500 casualties. British forces numbered only 3,000, yet they won 
this decisive battle with only 18 men lost. FTP, name the battle which took 
place 90 miles north of Calcutta, on June 23, 1757, with British East India 
Company accountant Robert Clive leading the victorious troops. 

13. These features of Saturn's rings might have been discovered as early as 
the 1870s by Etienne Trouvelot, but they were definitely discovered by Voyager I 
in 1981. They are almost certainly caused by small grains of dust in the rings 
that scatter light differently than the rest of the ring material. FTP, what 
are these dark, wedge-shaped features that sound like they belong on a wheel? 

14. This scientist studied at the University of Ingolstadt under Professors 
Wallman and Krempe. He married Elizabeth Lavenza, an orphan who had been raised 
by his family, but she was killed on her wedding night. He pursued the killer 
from across France, the Mediterranean, the Black Sea, the wilds of Tartary and 
Russia and to the Arctic ice pack. He never caught the murderer, but instead 
died on board the ship of polar explorer Robert Walton. His first name was 
Victor. FTP name this fictional creation of Mary Shelley. 

Ans: Victor Frankenstein 

15. He served as Speaker of the House from 1795 to 1799, and later was 
senator from New Jersey. As an associate of Aaron Burr, he was charged 
with treason in 1807, but never brought to trial. FTP, name this youngest 
signer of the Constitution, who shares his name with an Ohio city. 

Ans: Jonathan _Day ton_ 

16. This type of mollusk is a living fossil with at least one species older 
than 100 million years. Like their relatives, the squid, they move by 
squirting a jet of water, and they also have tentacles -- up to ninety of 
them. FTP, what are these cephalopods, noted for their spiral-shaped 
shells? 

Ans: (chambered) nautilus 

17. The action takes place in Brooklyn on Halloween. Mortimer Brewster has 
just gotten married, but all heck breaks loose when his evil brother 
returns horne and another brother, who thinks he's Teddy Roosevelt, disturbs 
the neighbors. Finally, there's the matter of all the bodies buried in the 
basement, victims of his two sweet aunts who poison elderly male visitors. 
FTP, name this long running play by Joseph Kesselring. 

Ans: Arsenic and Old Lace 

18. He served as the premier of France 11 times, but he is best remembered 
for his efforts as foreign minister from 1925-1932. He won the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 1926 largely for efforts to ban war. FTP, name this man who drafted a 
1928 treaty, with the help of American Secretary of State Frank Kellogg. 

Ans: Aristide Briand 



19. Sentenced for 10 years on drug charges, in 1970 he escaped and spent two 
years on the lam in North Africa and Europe. Friends and admirers attended 
his end of life party in 1996. The party ended when he took his final 
breath and a team of specialists removed his head to prepare it for 
indefinite preservation by packing it in ice. His 1983 autobiography was 
titled Flashbacks. FTP, name this former Harvard University psychology 
professor who told kids to "turn on, tune in, drop out." 

Ans: Timothy _Leary_ 

20. In July 1997, this Cornell physicist wrote President Clinton, saying 
that the secret about the nuclear bomb was that it "could be done." FTP, 
name the nuclear physicist who once wrote a paper with Alpher and Gamow 
(pronounced Gamov) as a joke and is best known for his discovery of 
processes by which stars burn hydrogen. 

Ans: Hans Bethe 

21. After working in collaboration with Edward R. Murrow, making 
ground-breaking documentaries such as "Harvest of Shame" in 1961, he became 
president of CBS News in 1964. On Feb 15, 1966 he resigned abruptly when 
the network broadcast an "I Love Lucy" rerun while NBC went live with a 
Senate hearing on Vietnam. Later he helped launch PBS while working for 
the Ford Foundation and taught at Columbia until 1992. FTP, name this man 
who died in March, 1998. 

Ans: Fred _Friendly_ (born Ferdinand _Wachenheimer_) 

22. Originally Muroc Army Air Field it was later renamed in memory of a 
test pilot. It was at this field that Captain Chuck Yeager first broke the 
sound barrier in 1947. For ten points, name this Air Force Base in the 
Mojave Desert which is the site of occasional space shuttle landings. 

Ans: Edwards Air Force Base 

23. The supply curve of a firm in a perfectly competitive industry includes 
the upper portion of its marginal cost curve. However, the supply curve 
does not include the portion of the marginal cost curve that lies below the 
minimum point on one of its other cost curves. FTP, identify this cost 
curve whose minimum point equals the shut down price. 

Ans: the _average variable cost curve or AVC curve 



HEINRICH BOLL ill 
BONI - Wake Forest University 

1. Identify the Shakespeare play by the characters on a 10-5 basis. 
10: Baptista 
5: Bianca 

Ans: _Taming of the Shrew 
10: Morgan and his supposed sons Polydore and Cadwal, who are really 
Belarius and the sons of the king Guiderius and Arviragus 
5: Imogen 

Ans: _Cymbeline_ 
10: Alonso, King of Naples and Antonio, the usurping Duke of Milan 
5. Ariel and Calaban 

Ans: The _Tempest_ 

2. Answer these questions from the Land Down Under 
F5P, which Dutch navigator discovered Australia in 1642? 

Ans: Abel Tasman 
F5P, which British captain rediscovered Australia and claimed its eastern 
half for Britain in 1770? 

Ans: James Cook 
FTP, what strait separates the Australian continent from Tasmania? 

Ans: the Bass Strait 
FTP, what is the name of the Queensland peninsula which points directly 
at the island of New Guinea? 

Ans: _Cape York Peninsula 

3 . Answer these anatomy questions for five points each and a bonus five for 
getting all five correct . 
First, what is the largest cranial nerve? 

Ans: fifth or trifacial 
What are the bones in the ball of the foot? 

Ans: _tarsal_ bones (do NOT accept metatarsals) 
What blood vessel commences at the upper part of the left ventricle on a 
level with the lower border of the third costal cartilage? 

Ans: (ascending) _aorta_ 
What muscle attaches to the spine of the scapula and is responsible for the 
abduction, lateral rotation, and medial rotation of the upper arm? 

Ans: deltoid 
Finally, what lobe of the brain forms the posterior end of each cerebral 
hemisphere and serves as the site for the interpretation of vision? 

Ans: _occipital_ lobe 

4 . Identify these saintly women for ten points each. 
She was noted for her great austerities and visions and her prayers are 
credited with saving the city of Lima from an earthquake. In 1671 she 
became the first person from the New World to be canonized. She is 
patroness of South America. 

Ans: st. Rose (of Lima) 
A Carmelite nun, she suffered from tuberculosis and died at age 24. Her 
spiritual autobiography The Story of a Soul has been widely read . She is 
nicknamed the "Little Flower,: is co-patroness of France and was recently 
named a Doctor of the Roman Catholic Church. 

Ans: st. _Therese (of Lisieux) 
A widow and convert to Catholicism, she founded the Sisters of st. Joseph 
and a school for poor children near Emmitsburg, Maryland, the beginning of 



the Catholic parochial school system in the u.s. In 1975, she became the 
first American-born saint. 

Ans: st. Elizabeth Ann Seton 

5. At the end of every good Italian opera someone dies. Identify these 
operas by the tragic ending FTPE. 
The court jester pays an assassin to kill the Duke of Mantua, but the 
assassin kills the jester's daughter Gilda who is disguised as a man. 

Ans: _Rigoletto_ 
The Count di Luna watches from the window the execution of Manrico, a rebel 
leader, as the gypsy woman Azucena announces that Manrico is really the 
Count's brother. 

Ans: Il Trovatore 
Found guilty of treason, the heroic general Radames is sealed into a crypt 
and discovers that his lover, the princess of Ethiopia, has hidden in the 
tomb to join him in death. 

Ans: Aida 

6. Identify these authors by their works on a 10-5 basis: 
10: Burning Daylight and The Iron Heel 
5. White Fang and Call of the Wild 

Ans: Jack London 
10: The Magnificent Obsession 
5: The Robe 

Ans: Lloyd Douglas 
10: Felix Holt the Radical 
5: Adam Bede 

Ans: George _Eliot_ (aka Mary Ann _Evans_) 

7. Answer these questions about the infamous Gunpowder Plot, in which a 
group of English Catholics tried to kill the king and Parliament. 
First, who was arrested while setting the charges under the Houses of 
Parliament? 

Ans: Guy Fawkes 
On what month and day is Guy Fawkes Day celebrated each year, with Guy 
burning in effigy? 

Ans : November 5 
Who was king of England at the time of the plot? 

Ans: James I (1605) 

8. The inspiration for this question once took a class from Bruno Coppi at 
MIT, so, for ten points each, answer the following questions, the answers 
to which you could probably find near a tokomak. 
First, what phase of matter is a quasineutral gas of charged and neutral 
particles that exhibits a collective behavior? 

Ans: ylasma_ 
What percent of matter in the universe is in the plasma state (to the 
nearest percent)? 

Ans: 99% 
Name the equation that gives the amount of ionization to be expected 
in a gas in thermal equilibrium. 

Ans: _Saha_ equation 

9. 5-10-15, answer these questions about acids and bases. 
For 5 points, according to a definition proposed in 1923 by two independent 
chemists to extend acids and bases to non-aqueous media, what is a 
substance whose molecule or ion can give up a proton to solution? 



Ans: _Brons ted-Lowry acid_ 
For 10 points, a slightly different definition of acids and bases also 
allows generalization to non-aqueous solutions; according to the "solvent 
definitions" what is the reaction of an acid and a base to form the solvent? 

Ans: neutralization 
For 15 points, in the next 10 seconds, calculate the molar concentration of 
hydroxyl ions in an aqueous solution of pH = 8. 

Ans: 10 to the -6 molar 

10. Identify these artists for 10 points each. 
Although he headed a large workshop in Haarlem, he was destitute in old age 
and took to painting group portraits of the regents and governors of 
various charities. Earlier he had painted group portraits of military 
companies and works like the Laughing Cavalier. 

Ans: Frans Hals 
He was probably the only direct pupil of Massacio. As an orphan he was 
sent to a monastery and forced to become a monk. His frescoes at Prato are 
his major achievement. While working on this series, he was tried for 
fraud and abducted the nun Lucrezia who gave birth to his son Filippino, 
who became a painter. The Medicis were his primary patrons and obtained him 
a dispensation to marry Lucrezia. 

Ans: Fra _Filippo Lippi_ 
The most celebrated French sculptor of the 18th century, among his works 
are Girl Shivering and a seated sculpture of Voltaire. His sculpture of 
Franklin led to a commission from the state of Virginia for a statue of 
Washington. He spent two weeks at Mount Vernon in 1785 preparing to 
execute the work. 

Ans: Jean-Antoine Houdon 

11. Name the philosopher from his works for ten points each: 
Imagination: A Psychological Critique, Sketch for a Theory of the Emotions, The 
Psychology of Imagination 

Ans: Jean-Paul Sartre 
Discourse on Thinking, On the Way to Language 

Ans: Martin _Heidegger_ 
The World as Will and Idea 

Ans: Arthur _Schopenhauer_ 

12. Answer these questions about the history of Mississippi, FTPE: 
Within three years, when did Mississippi become a state? 

Ans: 1817 (1814-1820) 
In 1962 rioting ripped the University of Mississippi when the courts 
ordered what black student to be admitted? 

Ans: James Meredith 
On what day and year did Confederate forces at Vicksburg, Mississippi 
capitulate to Union forces? 

Ans: _July 4, 1863_ (same day as Gettysburg) 

13. Answer these groovy cosmic questions FTPE: 
As the universe expands, the cosmic background radiation gets longer, but 
it still retains the form of a thermal spectrum. What term describes this 
cosmic lengthening of radiation, a term that also describes wavelength 
increases due to gravity and the Doppler effect? 

Ans: redshift 
The precise value of the constant ~O (pronounced q-naught) has been a 
matter of hot debate in cosmology for some time. This constant measures the 
effect of gravity on the expansion of the universe. what is that effect called? 



Ans: _deceleration (deceleration parameter) 
The cosmological parameter omega describes the density of the universe 
compared to the critical density. The parameter omega_R (omega-sub-R) 
describes the curvature of space; if space is open, omega_R is positive 
and, if it is closed, omega_R is negative. There is a third parameter, 
omega_lambda (omega-sub-lambda) such that omega + omega_R + omega_lambda 
1. Omega_lambda describes the density contribution from what constant, 
first introduced by Einstein in what he called his greatest mistake? 

Ans: _cosmological_ constant 

14. Identify these figures from the history of Mexico for fifteen points 
each. 
He came to prominence leading the revolt against Emperor Maximillian, and 
came to power in 1876 after leading a rebellion against Sebastian Lerdo. 
During this long rule, Mexican economic growth averaged nearly 8 percent 
per year, but he lost office in the revolution of 1911. Name this man who 
ruled Mexico almost continually from 1876 to 1911. 

Ans: Porfirio Diaz 
In 1821 he rejected the position of viceroy and made an agreement with 
Vicente Guerrero, the guerrilla leader he had been fighting, to call for 
Mexican independence. After independence, he began to lose control, but 
orchestrated demonstrations to have himself acclaimed as emperor, and was 
forced to abdicate a year after his coronation. Upon returning to Mexico, 
he was executed in 1824. 

Ans: _Agustin I or _Agustin de Iturbide 

15. For ten points each, identify the Canterbury pilgrim who told each of 
these tales. 
Patient Griselda 

Ans: the Clerk 
The first tale- which is about Palamon and Arcite 

Ans: the _Knight_ 
Sir Thopas 

Ans: Chaucer (a doggerel poem which the innkeeper makes Chaucer stop) 

16. In an intriguing article economic historian Hugh Rockoff argues that 
the Wizard of oz was a clever political and economic allegory tied to 
events of the 1890s. Answer these questions for 10 points each. 
Rockoff identifies the wizard as an industrialist and politician who 
engineered William MCKinley's president run and who was subsequently 
elected U.S. Senator from Ohio. Name him. 

Ans: Mark Hanna 
Rockoff identifies the Cowardly Lion as McKinley's unsuccessful opponent in 
the election of 1896. Name him. 

Ans: William Jennings _Bryan_ 
The solution to Dorothy's problems is to tap her shoes together. According 
to Rockoff, her shoes represent which proposed inflationary policy of the 
1890s. 

Ans: Free Silver (i.e. the Democratic Party and Bryan's proposal that 
the money supply be increased by the minting of silver at a ratio of 16-
to-1 with gold. Oz is the abbreviation for ounces and there are 16 ounces 
in a pound.) 



17. 30-20-10, identify the following egomaniac: 
30: The historian of science I. Bernard Cohen collected the names of 
scientists who claimed to be revolutionary, and he found only 16 of them. 
They included Einstein, Jean-Paul Marat, and Charles Darwin. But they also 
included this 20th century mathematician, one of the stronger personalities 
in the earlier studies of complexity. 
20: In 1975, he coined the word "fractal" for self-similar objects which 
arose from his studies of fractional dimension and self-similarity. He 
once showed that self-similarity implied that coastlines have infinite 
length in a paper entitled, "How Long is the Coast of Britain?" 
10: This mathematician is best known for his set, probably the most famous 
of fractals. It is defined by all those complex numbers that do not 
diverge to infinity when squared and added to themselves repeatedly. 

Ans: (Benoit) Mandelbrot 

18. Answer these questions about the classic horror movie, the 1932 version 
of The Mummy. 
The mummy comes to life when Ralph Norton reads aloud an ancient scroll 
which contains the magic spell used by Isis to raise her brother Osiris 
from the dead. For which Egyptian god of the dead is the scroll named? 

Ans: Thoth 
The biggest star in the movie played the role of Ardath Bey, who was really 
the resurrected mummy. Name this actor. 

Ans: Boris Karloff 
Finally, the mummy played by Karloff is the resurrection of what ancient 
Egyptian priest? 

Ans: Irnhotep 

19. For the stated number of points: 
10: The author once said about this novel, "What I wanted to make is a set of 
people living without God in the world, greedy, pompous men, perfectly self
satisified for the most part, and at ease about their superior virtue. Dobbin 
and poor Briggs are the only two people with real humility. Amelia's is to 
corne." 

Ans: _Vanity Fair 
10: Give the first and last name of the clever, scheming woman at the center of 
the novel. 

Ans: _Becky Sharp_ 
10: William Makepeace Thackeray lifted the name Vanity Fair from a location in 
what famous allegory. 

Ans: _Pilgrim's Progress 

20. Identify these British monarchs for 10 points each: 
Successor to Henry I, he was forced to acknowledge Henry's daughter, Matilda, as 
legitimate heir, nevertheless he claimed the throne on Henry's death. 

Ans: _Stephen_ of Blois 
He succeeded his grandfather Edward III. The exiled Henry Bolingbroke, son 
of John of Gaunt, returned to England in 1399, deposed this king and 
imprisoned him in Pontefract castle. 

Ans: Richard II 
He usurped the throne from Edward IV, his brother. Two years later, he was 
defeated by Henry Tudor at the battle of Bosworth Field. 

Ans: Richard III 




